
Artistic Director Biography:

As the founder/CEO and Artistic Director of i KADA Contemporary Dance
Company, Mee Jung, has choreographed numerous pieces and
collaborated with various well known artists throughout the years. Over
the course of her career, Mee Jung has been invited to a plethora of events
such as the Incheon Contemporary Dance Festival (Performance &
workshop), Busan International Dance Festival (Judge Panel), and
workshops/master classes at various renowned universities. Through hard
efforts, she has now succeeded in opening up a new school for emerging
dancers, the i KADA Dance Center, and has also created new festivals,
such as the Falling in Dance Festival, for a thorough representation of the
World of Dance. Mee Jung's main vision is to provide a cultural exchange
through various art forms and create a platform for talented individuals to
be able to represent themselves endlessly. As such, one of her most
accomplished creation stands to be the KoDaFe in NYC International
Dance Festival which has provided opportunities to all artists regardless of
their backgrounds.



About the Dance Company/Organization: 

i KADA Dance, also known as the “Korean American Dance Association”,
was formed in September of 2011, in New York City. As a 501-C3
Non-profit organization, we focus on creating opportunities for struggling
artists whether emerging or established. As such, we have created
numerous festivals, international and domestic, that allow for a cultural
exchange between artists from all backgrounds. i KADA Dance strives to
establish a home where Artists can truly express themselves, without any
hindrance or restrictions. In doing so, we believe that the world will be
compelled to understand each other through the power of Art and positivity.

About KoDaFe in NYC: 

As part of the international cultural exchange, KoDaFe in NYC is a renown
festival and home to one of the best on stage experiences between
international companies. Starting as a one day show, the festival has now
grown to span for 4 days! From Master Classes to competitions and finally,
the festival showcasing, the KoDaFe in NYC aims to nurture the
connections and relationships with as many dance companies and artists
as possible. In order to create a future where we can all understand one
another, this show is a vital part of our cultural exchange program.


